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Extending Lehnert’s Revised Quantum Electrodynamics to Fractal 

Media and Cantor Sets: Towards Physics beyond Standard Model 

Victor Christianto*  

Abstract 

In a series of papers, Bo Lehnert proposed a novel and revised version of Quantum 

Electrodynamics (RQED) based on Proca equations. However, as far as I know there is no paper 

yet for extending his RQED to fractal media and Cantor Sets. Drawing similarity between Proca 

and Maxwell equations, in the present paper I extend RQED further based on a recent paper 

published at Advances in High Energy Physics (AHEP) journal, where Yang Zhao et al. derived 

Maxwell equations on Cantor sets from the local fractional vector calculus. It can be shown that 

Maxwell equations on Cantor sets in a fractal bounded domain give efficiency and accuracy for 

describing the fractal electric and magnetic fields. I also extend RQED to anisotropic fractal 

media based on the work of Martin Ostoja-Starzewski. It is hoped that this paper may stimulate 

further investigations and experiments in particular for finding physics beyond Standard Model 

in fractal media. It may be expected to have some impact to fractal cosmology modeling too. 
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1. Introduction 

Conventional electromagnetic theory based on Maxwell’s equations and quantum 

mechanics has been successful in its applications in numerous problems in physics, and has 

sometimes manifested itself in a good agreement with experiments. Nevertheless, as already 

stated by Feynman, there are unsolved problems leading to difficulties with Maxwell’s equations 

that are not removed by and not directly associated with quantum mechanics [20]. Therefore 

QED, which is an extension of Maxwell’s equations, also becomes subject to the typical 

shortcomings of electromagnetic in its conventional form. This reasoning makes a way for 

Revised Quantum Electrodynamics as proposed by Bo Lehnert.    

According to the late Benoit Mandelbrot, fractal geometry is a workable geometric 

middle ground between excessive geometric order of Euclid and the geometric chaos of general 
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mathematics. It is based on a form of symmetry that had previously been underused, namely 

invariance, under contraction or dilation. [1] Fractal geometry has many applications including in 

biology, physics, geophysics, engineering, mathematics, cosmology and other fields of science 

and art. A rapidly growing field is to express electromagnetic wave equations in fractal media. 

An interesting piece in this regard is a paper by Martin Ostoja-Starzewski, where he is able to 

derive Maxwell equations in anisotropic fractal media [3]. Therefore it is reasonable to consider 

an extension of RQED to Cantor Sets and fractal media. That is the purpose of this paper. 

 In the meantime, it is known that Maxwell himself described his theory of 

electromagnetism based on elastic ether, therefore it seems worth to re-derive his equations from 

elasticity theory. Therefore, in the next section I will discuss 3 possible methods to link elasticity 

theory and Maxwell equations. The third section will discuss Lehnert’s RQED. Then I will 

discuss Maxwell equations on Cantor sets. The fifth section will discuss how to extend Proca 

equations and RQED on Cantor Sets. The sixth section will discuss how to extend Proca 

equations and RQED on fractal media. The seventh section will discuss some implications for 

cosmology including dark matter and massive gravitational wave.   

      

2. Review of 3 methods to derive Maxwell equations from elasticity theory 

As far as I know there are at least 3 possible methods to connect elasticity theory and 

Maxwell equations. Here I will briefly discuss the methods proposed by Algirdas Maknickas, 

Valery Dmitriyev, and David Zareski.  

a. Maknickas’s approach [5]: 

According to Maknickas, the classical electromagnetic field theory is based on similarity 

to the classic dynamic of solid continuum media. Therefore he thinks that it is required to 
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consider a micropolar extension of electromagnetic field equations based on Cosserat 

media. In essence, besides the well-known four differential equations of Maxwell, 

Maknickas proposed additional four Maxwell equations for rotational components using 

micropolar elasticity analogy [5, p. 5-6]: 

- Micropolar Gauss’s law for electric field: 
0

c
C  .           (1) 

- Micropolar Gauss’s law for magnetic field: 0 G .           (2) 

- Micropolar Maxwell-Faraday equation: .
t

G
C




            (3) 

- Micropolar Ampere’s circuital law: .00 













t

C
JG G            (4) 

b. Dmitriyev’s approach [16, p.7]: 

According to Dmitriyev, classical electrodynamics was found to correspond to 

incompressible linear elasticity. And this analogy has formal character. By using a new 

definition:  

   fscE  2 ,              (3) 

And defining the density j of electric current by 

  'xxavj   ,               (4) 

Then he obvtained the Maxwell equations: 

   04  jAcEt  , and             (5) 

 ).'(4 xxqE                  (6) 

c. Zareski’s approach [17-19]: 

His model is based on the Navier-Stokes-Durand equation of elasticity, as follows: 
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2

2  ttfdivgrad
C

curl             (7) 

Then he considers the particular case of conservative elasticity where the elastic medium 

is governed, by the following equation: 

     .02  fdivgrad                                             (8) 

From these equations, after some changes of variables, he recovers Maxwell equations. 

The above are 3 methods to connect elasticity theory to Maxwell’s equations. Therefore it 

is appropriate to generalize them further to Proca equations for massive electrodynamics. 

 

3. Lehnert’s Revised Quantum Electrodynamics 

Conventional electromagnetic theory based on Maxwell’s equations and quantum 

mechanics has been successful in its applications in numerous problems in physics, and has 

sometimes manifested itself in a good agreement with experiments. Nevertheless, as already 

stated by Feynman, there are unsolved problems leading to difficulties with Maxwell’s equations 

that are not removed by and not directly associated with quantum mechanics [20]. Therefore 

QED, which is an extension of Maxwell’s equations, also becomes subject to the typical 

shortcomings of electromagnetic in its conventional form. This reasoning makes a way for 

Revised Quantum Electrodynamics as proposed by Bo Lehnert.    

In a series of papers, Bo Lehnert proposed  a novel and revised version of Quantum 

Electrodynamics, which he calls as RQED. His theory is based on the hypothesis of a nonzero 

electric charge density in the vacuum, and it is based on Proca-type field equations [20, p. 23]: 

4,3,2,1,
1
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Where  

,, 









c
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With A and 𝜙 standing for the magnetic vector potential and the electrostatic potential in 

three-space. In three dimensions equation (9) in the vacuum results in [20, p.23]: 

  ,0
0

0 t

E
CdivE

curlB










              (11) 

,
t

B
curlE




                (12) 

 ,0,  divBcurlAB               (13) 

,
t

A
E




               (14) 

.
0


divE                (15) 

These equations differ from the conventional form, by a nonzero electric field divergence 

equation (15) and by the additional space-charge current density in addition to displacement 

current at equation (11). The extended field equations (11)-(15) are easily found also to become 

invariant to a gauge transformation.[20, p.23] 

The main characteristic new features of the present theory can be summarized as follows 

[20, p.24]: 
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a. The hypothesis of a nonzero electric field divergence in the vacuum introduces an 

additional degree of freedom, leading to new physical phenomena. The associated 

nonzero electric charge density thereby acts somewhat like a hidden variable. 

b. This also abolishes the symmetry between the electric and magnetic fields, and then 

the field equations obtain the character of intrinsic linear symmetry breaking. 

c. The theory is both Lorentz and gauge invariant. 

d. The velocity of light is no longer a scalar quantity, but is represented by a velocity 

vector of the modulus c. 

e. Additional results: Lehnert is also able to derive the mass of Z boson and Higgs-like 

boson.[21-23] These would pave an alternative way to new physics beyond Standard 

Model. 

Now let us extend Lehnert’s RQED to Cantor sets and fractal media. Such an extension 

may be found worth while, considering there is already a new proposal to extend QED to 

inhomogenous anisotropic media.[24]  Nonetheless, my approaches as presented here are 

different from [24]. 

First we will review Maxwell equations on Cantor sets. 

  

4. A review of previous result - Maxwell equations on Cantor sets 

I will not re-derive Maxwell equations here. For a good reference on Maxwell equations, 

see for example Julian Schwinger et al.’s book: Classical Electrodynamics [9]. Penrose also 

discusses Maxwell equations shortly in his book: The Road to Reality[10]. 
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Zhao et al. were able to write the local fractional differential forms of Maxwell equations 

on Cantor sets as follows [2, p.4-5]: 

 - Gauss’s law for the fractal electric field: D    ,          (16) 

 - Ampere’s law in the fractal magnetic field: a

D
H J

t







   


,         (17) 

 - Faraday’s law in the fractal electric field: 
B

E
t







   


,        (18) 

 - magnetic Gauss’s law in the fractal magnetic field: 0B   ,        (19) 

and the continuity equation can be defined as: 

 J
t







   


,              (20) 

where r  and r  are defined as follows: 

2.1. In Cantor coordinates [11, p. 2]: 

 31 2

1 2 3

,
uu u

u div u
x x x
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2.2. In Cantor-type cylindrical coordinates [2, p.4]: 
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5. Extending Lehnert’s Proca Equations on Cantor Sets 

Proca equations can be considered as an extension of Maxwell equations, and they have 

been derived in various ways. It can be shown that Proca equations can be derived from first 

principles [6], and also that Proca equations may have link with Klein-Gordon equation [7]. 
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However, in this paper I will not attempt to re-derive Proca equations. Instead, I will derive the 

Proca equations on Cantor Sets, in accordance with Lehnert’s approach as outlined above [20]. 

Therefore, by using the definitions in equations (21)-(24), we can arrive at Proca 

equations on Cantor sets from (11) through (15), as follows: 

  ,0
0

0
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CEdiv

Bcurl
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Ecurl
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 ,0Bdiv                            (27) 

.
0

 Ediv                (28) 

where: 
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 B A 


,               (30) 

and Del operator
  can be defined as follows [11, p.2]: 

 
1 2 3

1 2 3

e e e
x x x

  
   

  

  


  
   

  
.                 (31) 

To my best knowledge so far, the above extension of Lehnert’s RQED  on Cantor sets (25)-(30) 

have not been proposed elsewhere before.  
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Since according to Blackledge, the Proca equations can be viewed as a unified wavefield 

model of electromagnetic phenomena [7], therefore we can also regard the Proca equations on 

Cantor sets as a further generalization of Blackledge’s unified wavefield model. 

One persistent question concerning these Proca equations is how to measure the mass of 

the photon. This question has been discussed in lengthy by Tu, Luo & Gillies [15]. According to 

their report, there are various methods to estimate the upper bound limits of photon mass. In 

Table 1 below, some of upper bound limits of photon mass based on dispersion of speed of light 

are summarized. 

Table 1. Upper bound on the dispersion of the speed of light in different ranges of the 

electromagnetic spectrum, and the corresponding limits on the photon mass. [15, p.94]     

Author (year) Type of measurement Limits on m  (g) 

Ross et al. (1937) Radio waves transmission 

overland 

5.9 x 10
-42

 

Mandelstam & Papalexi 

(1944) 

Radio waves transmission 

over sea 

5.0 x 10
-43

 

Al’pert et al. (1941) Radio waves transmission 

over sea 

2.5 x 10
-43

 

Florman (1955)  Radio-wave interferometer 5.7 x 10
-42

 

Lovell et al. (1964) Pulsar observations on flour 

flare stars 

1.6 x 10
-42

 

Frome (1958) Radio-wave interferometer 4.3 x 10
-40

 

Warner et al. (1969)  Observations on Crab Nebula 

pulsar 

5.2 x 10
-41

 

Brown et al. (1973) Short pulses radiation 1.4 x 10
-33

 

Bay et al. (1972) Pulsar emission 3.0x 10
-46

 

Schaefer (1999) Gamma ray bursts 4.2 x 10
-44

 

 Gamma ray bursts 6.1 x 10
-39

 

   

 

From this table and also from other results as reported in [15], it seems that we can expect that 

someday photon mass can be observed within experimental bound. 
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6. Extending Revised Quantum Electrodynamics on fractal media 

It is worth noting here, that Martin Ostoja-Starzewski has derived Maxwell equations in 

anisotropic fractal media using a different method.[3] Therefore it is interesting to find out how 

we can extend Lehnert’s RQED to fractal media too. 

First let us begin with some basic definitions as given by Ostoja-Starzewski [3]: 

 D

kk

D e  ,                        (32) 

,fdivf D                  (33) 

.fcurlf D                 (34) 

Based on the above definitions, now I extend Lehnert’s RQED to anisotropic fractal media case, 

as follows: 

  ,0
0

0 t

E
CEdiv

Bcurl
D

D
D










             (35) 

,
t

B
Ecurl

D
D




               (36) 

 ,0BdivD
                           (37) 

.
0


EdivD

               (38) 

To the best of my knowledge, these extensions of Lehnert’s RQED to Cantor sets and 

fractal media have never been proposed elsewhere before. 
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7. Some implications for astrophysics and cosmology 

Beside RQED’s implications to Standard Model of Particles, it seems possible to consider that 

connecting Maxwell equations and elasticity theory can lead to far-reaching implications, such 

that new explanation of dark matter [17], possible massive gravitational wave [25], and also new 

explanation of dark energy as elastic strain fluid [26]. It may be expected to have some impact to 

cosmology modeling on fractal media too. Another possible direction of further research is 

micropolar fluid cosmology. It should be clear that applications of elasticity theory to cosmology 

will be fruitful. [27][28][29]  

 

Concluding remarks 

In a series of papers, Bo Lehnert proposed a novel and revised version of Quantum 

Electrodynamics (RQED) based on Proca equations. However, as far as I know there is no paper 

yet for extending his RQED to fractal media and Cantor Sets. Drawing similarity between Proca 

and Maxwell equations, in the present paper I extend RQED further based on a recent paper 

published at Advances in High Energy Physics (AHEP) journal, where Yang Zhao et al. derived 

Maxwell equations on Cantor sets from the local fractional vector calculus. It can be shown that 

Maxwell equations on Cantor sets in a fractal bounded domain give efficiency and accuracy for 

describing the fractal electric and magnetic fields. I also extend RQED to anisotropic fractal 

media based on the work of Martin Ostoja-Starzewski. It is hoped that this paper may stimulate 

further investigations and experiments in particular for finding physics beyond Standard Model 

in fractal media. It may be expected to have some impact to fractal cosmology modeling too. 

It shall be noted that the present paper is not intended to be a complete description of 

physics beyond Standard Model on Cantor sets. Instead, this paper is intended to stimulate 

further investigations and experiments, and their implications to fractal cosmology modeling.  
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